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● Urban style has a cosmopolitan vibe, and a softer, more comfortable look than 
industrial styles. 

● Granito wrote, “Original brick walls, rugged wood floors and enormous steel 
windows create a sense of laid back, cool while open floor plans and lots of 
natural light give these spaces an open, airy feeling,”.



Bringing the outdoors Inside

-Bring natural fibers, patterns, and textures into design

-Use outdoor colors

-Use natural flooring instead of man made 

-Use outdoor elements

   -rocks, shells, wood, etc.

-Implement natural light  



Using Multi-purpose Architectural Elements

- Stairs can have Multi-purpose
- Storage
- Eating nook
- Study table

- Bedroom nook double as storage
- Hidden furniture



Using Non-Architectural Elements in a Multipurpose way



Using Non-Architectural Elements in a Multipurpose way

● Ideas for multipurpose furniture come from the need to use space in the most 
efficient way possible when you have smaller spaces to work with. 

● Using Furniture as storage is a great way to reduce the need for bigger 
closets.

● Using a sofa sleeper can replace the need for a spare bedroom.
● Or instead of a sofa sleeper the storage space on the wall can fold out into a 

bed to save floor space during the day while people are walking around. 



Tiny House Precedent Study



Profile of the Owners

● Dakota & Charles
○ Front Range, Colorado
○ Repurposed bus for Charles’ music tours

● What makes it great?
○ It is 100% mobile by Repurposing a mechanical school bus
○ Solar powered 

● Multi-purpose Architectural Elements 
○ A murphy bed that folds up against the wall that doubles as a desk
○ Slide out freezer built into base cabinets 

● Multi-purpose Non-Architectural Elements
○ Used only architectural elements 
○ They had a couch they could have used to place storage underneath the frame of the sofa.
○
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